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Comments on Draft Framework of Creating Places for People and Urban Design Protocol for Australian Cities

Under Urban Design (page 4), with reference to the comment that 'urban design has traditionally been perceived as working at the scale of the local neighbourhood, precinct or street', does not reflect the history and heritage of urban design in Australia. I refer you the work Urban Nation: Australia's Planning Heritage by Robert Freestone, that provides a national survey of the historical impact of urban planning and design on the Australian landscape. That work notes how almost all Australian cities and towns are the product of urban planning based on design concepts that had integrated policies on planning, infrastructure and socio-cultural capital.

The paper appears to be intended as a general framework between the COAG Criterion 8 and more specific urban strategies. Generally the objectives and principles are sound and could provide a useful check-list but they are also what would be expected as fundamental to professional urban planning. The paper does not discuss who is expected to use this protocol. 

Of major concern throughout the paper is that it pays little attention to respecting two key aspects of city environments that are essential components of sustainability – 'heritage' and landscape'.  Both of these aspects are critical to human well-being and cultural capital and should be included in the principles set out in the paper. Although there is a paragraph on the public realm it is not sufficiently attentive to the role of heritage and landscapes. It is the heritage and landscape resources of great cities that provide their quality and identity. 

Heritage areas such as urban precincts, historic parks, individual buildings, historic industrial areas, historic routes, and open air museums make a significant contribution to the economic sustainability, life, identity and image of many cities of the world as. Some examples are central Vienna, old Istanbul, Georgetown (Malaysia), the Rocks Sydney etc. Heritage areas of cities provide interest and character and are often the most vibrant areas of a city.

Open space landscapes make an invaluable contribution to urban environments and cultural capital such as Adelaide Park Lands, Sydney Harbour and foreshore parklands, Canberra's Lake Burley Griffin and Parklands, Central Park New York etc. They provide:
	a democratic social interactive platform 
	active and passive recreation
	health of the environment and city dwellers
	spaces for public gatherings, parades, celebrations and special events.
	significant aesthetic resources for communities
	landscaped routes.
	city backgrounds such as hills and mountains
	city foregrounds such as harbors, lakes and rivers
	spaces for and interface between cities and water, 
	green textured matrix from the streetscapes and pocket parks that thread through cities
	the habitat for birds and wildlife
	the spaces for the setting of architectural masses
	the space for individual significant architectural monuments.


The community has to live with urban design and is the body that experiences it day by day. Community involvement or collaboration is critical component. Therefore under 'leadership and governance principles', page 11, 'involvement' or 'collaboration' would be better words than 'engagement' which could be interpreted as just a web announcement. The section on 'Principles for People' does not address community security in knowing that the heritage places and landscape spaces that they treasure are being understood, safeguarded and adequately managed in urban design developments. Impacts on valued heritage landscape and spaces occur daily in our major cities and causing enormous community stress.

I suggest that more attention is given to 'heritage' and 'landscape' in the urban design protocols.
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